Abstract Results are presented of the GASS/EUCLIPSE single-column model intercomparison study on the subtropical marine low-level cloud transition. A central goal is to establish the performance of state-of-the-art boundary-layer schemes for weather and climate models for this cloud regime, using largeeddy simulations of the same scenes as a reference. A novelty is that the comparison covers four different cases instead of one, in order to broaden the covered parameter space. Three cases are situated in the North-Eastern Pacific, while one reflects conditions in the North-Eastern Atlantic. A set of variables is considered that reflects key aspects of the transition process, making use of simple metrics to establish the model performance. Using this method, some longstanding problems in low-level cloud representation are identified. Considerable spread exists among models concerning the cloud amount, its vertical structure, and the associated impact on radiative transfer. The sign and amplitude of these biases differ somewhat per case, depending on how far the transition has progressed. After cloud breakup the ensemble median exhibits the well-known ''too few too bright'' problem. The boundary-layer deepening rate and its state of decoupling are both underestimated, while the representation of the thin capping cloud layer appears complicated by a lack of vertical resolution. Encouragingly, some models are successful in representing the full set of variables, in particular, the vertical structure and diurnal cycle of the cloud layer in transition. An intriguing result is that the median of the model ensemble performs best, inspiring a new approach in subgrid parameterization.
Introduction
Low boundary-layer clouds occur frequently and persistently over the subtropical oceans. Two dominant regimes can be distinguished as embedded in the low-level Trade-wind flow, with stratocumulus situated in the upstream subsidence areas and fair-weather cumulus emerging more downstream (Klein & Hartmann, 1993; Norris, 1998) . At some point in the trajectory, a transition from the one cloud type into the other takes place, associated with a significant impact on the transfer of radiative energy. For these reasons, it is important for General Circulation Models (GCMs) to correctly predict the properties of both cloud regimes as well as their spatial distribution, in both present and future climate. A realistic representation of transitions from the one cloud regime to the other is arguably an intrinsic part of this capability.
These arguments have motivated intense scientific research into low-level cloud transitions in the past Bretherton & Pincus, 1995; de Roode & Duynkerke, 1997) . From these studies, a conceptual picture has emerged that consists of the following sequence of events (Albrecht et al., 1995, see Figure 1) . After an initial period of gradual deepening, a thermodynamic decoupling takes place within the originally well-mixed boundary layer, after which a shallow cumulus cloud base emerges below the capping StCu layer. Subsequently the boundary-layer deepening continues, with the capping cloud layer thinning and eventually breaking up. The transitional situation, consisting of shallow cumuli rising into a capping cloud layer, is sometimes recognized as a separate cloud regime (e.g., Norris, 1998; Stevens et al., 2001 ).
Because of the small timescale and length-scale of the physical processes behind the cloud transition its representation in GCMs is for a large part carried by parameterizations. The first intercomparison study for Single-Column Models (SCM) on the StCu-ShCu cloud transition by the boundary-layer cloud working group of the GEWEX Cloud System Studies (GCSS, Browning, 1993; Randall et al., 2003a) revealed that while most models reproduced a general deepening of the boundary layer, the performance was much worse concerning the cloud amount and vertical structure during the transition (Bretherton et al., 1999) . Considerable time has elapsed since this first intercomparison project, during which most boundary-layer schemes in operational weather and climate models have seen significant development. Simultaneously our scientific understanding of the transition process has progressed, due to results from new field-campaigns and studies relying on large-eddy simulation (LES). Examples of recent new insights are the deepening-warming mechanism (Bretherton & Wyant, 1997) , the role of the decoupling process (Park et al., 2004; Wood & Bretherton, 2004) , and the role of precipitation in cloud breakup (DYCOMS, Stevens et al., 2003) . One wonders if our improved understanding has also resulted in a demonstrable improvement in the representation of clouds during the transition in GCMs. This question motivates revisiting this case.
This study presents results of a recent intercomparison project for SCMs on the subtropical marine low-level cloud transition that is designed to address these questions. The project is a joint activity of the Global Atmospheric System Studies (GASS) and the European Union Cloud Intercomparison, Process Study and Evaluation Project (EUCLIPSE). Extensive use is made of LES results of the same cases by multiple codes, the intercomparison of which was recently reported on in great detail by de Roode et al. (2016) . The LES and SCM intercomparison studies are integral parts of the same research project, and the experiments have been designed to optimally support each other. While similarities exist between this SCM intercomparison study and its predecessor (Bretherton et al., 1999) , there are also important novelties. Simulations are Albrecht et al. (1995) .
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performed for four cases instead of one, creating a broader parameter space for testing parameterizations. New variables are considered that recent research has suggested reflect key aspects of the transition process. These include the cloud vertical structure, the decoupling process, and the relative stability of the capping inversion. A third novelty is the use of (combinations of) simple metrics to quantify and summarize the model performance for the selected set of variables. Metrics also allow the objective identification of parameterization schemes that yield promising results, both for single variables and for all of them.
Section 2 gives a detailed description of the experimental setup, the participating codes and the method of validation. Key aspects of the low-level cloud transition on which the model evaluation focuses will be introduced in section 3. The results are presented in detail in section 4, making use of various techniques to visualize and quantify model behavior. Further interpretation and discussion are provided in section 5, and the main conclusions are summarized in section 6.
Experimental Setup

Modeling Strategy
Various modeling methodologies have been developed over the years to simulate and understand the transition from stratocumulus to cumulus, and to evaluate their representation in GCMs. One option is to purely use GCM output, by identifying areas of frequent occurrence of these transitions and then confronting the model output with maps of observational data, for example, obtained from cloud detecting satellites (Stephens et al., 2002) . More process-oriented options that also allow the use of SCM and LES include the Eulerian approach at fixed locations of interest Teixeira et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013) and the Lagrangian approach, in which the low-level air mass is followed during the transition (Bretherton et al., 1999) . A useful advantage of the Lagrangian approach is that the large-scale advective forcings can be considerably simplified. This reduces the potential uncertainty in these forcings, which improves comparability to measurements but also simplifies the simulations. This enhances the transparency of the experiment, which can facilitate the investigation of the potentially complex behavior of small-scale parameterized processes and their interaction. A potential downside of the Lagrangian approach is that the air mass can change shape during its trajectory, for example, through wind shear across the Trade-inversion or largescale horizontal divergence. Nevertheless, it has been become a commonly used method to study the lowlevel cloud transition, which also allows interpreting the results of this study in the context of previous ones.
Case Descriptions
Four Lagrangian cases are defined in this study that describe low-level trajectories during which the marine boundary-layer transitions from a well-mixed stratocumulus-topped state into a decoupled state featuring shallow cumulus convection rising into a capping cloud layer. A detailed description of all four cases was recently provided by de Roode et al. (2016) , but will be briefly summarized here.
The first case is based on observations made during the ASTEX field campaign in the North-Eastern Atlantic (Albrecht et al., 1995) . The basic setup and the LES results are described in great detail in a companion paper (van der Dussen et al., 2013) . The case covers 40 h, starting on 13 June 1992 at 00:00 UTC (23:00 LT) at location (34 N, 25 W) just south of the Azores islands. The other three cases represent composites based on subselections of an ensemble close to 500 trajectories in the northeast Pacific in the period JJA 2007 that were obtained from ERA-INTERIM reanalysis data and MODIS satellite observations by Sandu et al. (2010) . From this ensemble, slow, reference, and fast composite cases were constructed by Sandu and Stevens (2011) , differentiated by the speed of the low-level cloud transition. These three composites will be referred to as the SLOW, REF, and FAST cases, respectively, in the remainder of this paper. All composite cases have a duration of 72 h, starting on 15 July 2007 at 18:00 UTC (10:00 LT) at location (25 N, 125 W), which is roughly at about 1,000 km off the coast of Baja California toward Hawaii.
What all cases share is their Lagrangian setup; the properties of the low-level air mass are considered as it moves with the Trade-wind flow. This means that in the budget equations for energy, humidity, and momentum the advective tendencies disappear. Model simulations are performed with interactive surface fluxes and radiative transfer. To achieve this, the downward shortwave radiative flux at the top of the
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atmosphere is prescribed, following a diurnal cycle that depends on the location on the globe and the date. In all cases, the large-scale subsidence w s is computed from the prescribed large-scale divergence D, using
from w s 5 0 at the surface up to a fixed height with a constant subsidence rate above; this height is 1,600 m in the ASTEX case and 2,000 m in the composite cases. The time-dependent sea-surface temperature is also prescribed. The Coriolis and pressure-gradient forces are retained in the momentum budget, the latter expressed in terms of a prescribed geostrophic wind profile.
Considerable differences exist among the four cases, as shown in Figure 2 . Compared to the composite cases, the initial temperature and humidity jumps across the boundary-layer inversion are significantly smaller in the ASTEX case, featuring relatively high free-tropospheric humidity values. Another difference in the ASTEX case is that the prescribed large-scale divergence and geostrophic wind change with time, while they are constant in all three composite cases. In the composite cases, the horizontally averaged thermodynamic and kinematic state variables are continuously nudged toward their initial state, at an adjustment 
timescale of 3 h. For temperature and humidity, this nudging is applied above 3 km height, while for momentum it is applied throughout the column. The motivation for the continuous nudging is to prevent excessive drift in the free troposphere.
The NetCDF files containing the configuration of the four transition cases are provided on the EUCLIPSE project website http://www.euclipse.eu/ and in the intercomparison data repository at http://gop.meteo.unikoeln.de/~neggers/transitions/.
Participating Models
Boundary-layer cloud parameterizations have evolved significantly since the Bretherton et al. (1999) study. For example, this period has seen the breakthrough of higher-order closure modeling and statistical cloud schemes, of higher-moment microphysics schemes, and of more sophisticated mass flux schemes for the vertical turbulent-convective transport of thermodynamic and kinematic properties. In addition, progress has been made in the research of entrainment. A central research goal in many modeling efforts has been to unify the representation of processes that were previously modeled separately, such as the combined representation of mixing by boundary-layer turbulence and transport by convective plumes in eddy-diffusivity mass flux closures (Siebesma et al., 2007) . A relatively new phenomenon is the introduction of stochastic effects as a result of undersampling of the cloud population due to increased GCM resolutions. One of the goals of this intercomparison project is to reflect these developments in boundary-layer cloud parameterization as much as possible, as well as the increased diversity in parameterization approaches that this has created. A large number of participating models is required to this purpose. Bretherton et al. (1999) . These codes represent a wide range of larger-scale models, covering different purposes, discretizations, and domain sizes. Included are both weather prediction and climate models, with domain sizes ranging from global to more limited areas. Operational versions as well as experimental research versions are included, for which various reasons exist. Typically nonoperational schemes have not yet been subjected to the constraints applied to operational schemes, such as skills reflecting the global energy budget in climate simulation and the geopotential position of certain isobars in numerical weather forecasting. As a result, their design and calibration often still reflects a much more process-oriented view of what makes up a good model. Also, some promising new approaches could thus be objectively identified that perhaps deserve to become operational. A more detailed overview of the parameterizations active in each SCM is provided in Table A1 . The SCM simulations are performed at the ''native'' resolution of the associated larger-scale model, so that they represent the behavior of the associated larger-scale model as much as possible. For the ASTEX case, some SCMs performed an additional simulation at a specified L80 resolution. The dependence of the vertical gridspacing with height for all SCMs is visualized in Figure Figure B1 .
LES Results
For reference, the cloud structures as diagnosed from the LES realizations are shown in Figure 3 . In all cases, a cloud transition occurs, featuring a capping cloud layer that thins with time and under which at some point shallow cumulus clouds emerge. This transition is accompanied by a continuous deepening of the boundary layer, featuring a diurnal cycle in cloud amount, deepening rate, and cloud layer depth. A diurnal cycle is clearly visible, and has been studied extensively in the past (Duynkerke et al., 2004; Wood et al., 2002) . The speed of the transition varies significantly among the four cases, accompanied by different degrees of cloud breakup at the end. The ASTEX case describes the swiftest transition. For a more thorough discussion of these LES results for these cases, we refer to van der Dussen et al. (2013 ), de Roode et al. (2016 , and Sandu and Stevens (2011) . van der Dussen et al. (2013) reported a satisfactory skill of the LES codes in reproducing observations of clouds and turbulence made during the ASTEX campaign, with relatively small intermodel spread. This encouraging result is used here to justify the application of LES results as a reference state that the participating SCM codes have to reproduce. For a more general and philosophical discussion on the use of LES, we refer to the discussion published by Stevens et al. (1999) and Stevens and Lenschow (2001) .
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3. Evaluation Method 3.1. Metrics What most SCM intercomparison studies have in common is their double goal of (i) documenting the performance of the various realizations and (ii) comparing them on key aspects of the situation to be represented. More precisely, the SCMs are hoped to reproduce a certain ''true'' state, in this case as derived from LES, as closely as possible. This study is no different in its aims. However, the presentation of the results is complicated somewhat because of the unusually high number of cases (four instead of one) and participants (34 SCM simulations). An additional goal is to explore methods to summarize the presentation of Stevens et al. (2002) and Morrison et al. (2005) A. Ackerman NASA Goddard MOLEM Shutts and Gray (1994) and Abel and Shipway (2007) A. Lock Met Office, UK SAM 6.8.2 Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003) P. Blossey UW UCLA LES Stevens and Seifert (2013) I Note. For the SCMs, the columns give (from left to right) the reference symbol (as used in subsequent figures), the name, the low-level vertical discretization L l hni (with n the number of levels below 2 km), the availability of model output per case, the associated scientist and the institute at which the model is operated. The simulations with a code at an atmosphere-deep resolution close to L80 are indicated in grey. The availability of SCM results is indicated using a single-row matrix, with the acronym ASRF standing for the ASTEX, SLOW, REF, and FAST cases, respectively, and positive availability indicated with a 1.
a HARMONIE here refers to the HARMONIE-AROME model.
model results, keeping it transparent while still conveying the main message, and without losing important information about individual model performance.
The first step is to focus on the model ensemble instead of individual models. This can be achieved by plotting the distribution of results using a limited number of percentiles, including the median and two outlying values on each side to reflect the intermodel spread. This technique has previously been applied in intercomparison studies for LES models (e.g., Siebesma et al., 2003; Stevens et al., 2001 ) but also SCMs (Zhu et al., 2005) . In case of LES results, the width of the ensemble is a measure for the disagreement between different codes. In case of SCM results, the width can be interpreted as the uncertainty among parameterization schemes in predicting certain aspects of the cloud transition. Note that the median of the model ensemble might perform better than any individual members; ensemble prediction systems as routinely used in present-day numerical weather forecasting rely on this behavior (Epstein, 1969; Leith, 1974) .
The second step is to introduce metrics that summarize and express the success of a single SCM in reproducing key aspects of the transition. Two basic, commonly used metrics are applied in this study, mainly in the evaluation of time series. The first metric is the bias, defined as
where / is the variable of interest, N is the number of samples, superscript m the SCM result, and superscript o the reference result. The bias is a measure for the structural offset relative to the reference signal, in this case the median of the LES results. The second metric is the centered root-mean-square error (crms), defined as
where the overbar denotes the time-mean over the evaluation period. The crms expresses how well the SCM follows the time-development as diagnosed in the LES. The misprediction of a long-term trend as well as intermittency at short timescales can both contribute to a high crms value. One could combine both metrics into a single ''score'' S, defined as
Score S is an inverse measure of performance that accounts for the capability of the SCM to reproduce both the amplitude (bias) and the time-development (crms) as diagnosed in the LES. The smaller the S, the better 
the model performance. This score can be better understood by considering a coordinate system setup by the bias on the horizontal axis and the crms on the vertical. In this score diagram, which somewhat resembles the Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001 ) and the diagrams used by Jolliff et al. (2009) , score S is the distance to the origin. Such diagrams could be an efficient way to summarize the performance of many individual models in one diagram.
In principle, the ensemble evaluation technique could also be applied to subensembles. These could, for example, be defined to reflect certain model approaches, perhaps yielding insight into the typical behavior of a certain type of parameterization. Indeed the variety in approaches is considerable, as is illustrated by Table A1 . However, the behavior of a subgrid scheme as a whole is affected by many individual parameterizations, which might counteract each other. Also, different approaches might effectively yield the same behavior. For these reasons, the evaluation in this study is consciously limited to the model ensemble as a whole. Impact studies of individual parameterizations are for now considered as research efforts that are best conducted within the controlled environment of a single model code.
A Selection of Key Variables
To evaluate the models, a set of key variables is defined that reflect important aspects of the transition. Table 2 lists all 14 variables, as schematically illustrated in Figure 4 . The variables are required to be wellresolved in the LES. Given the importance of cloud representation in climate modeling the set of variables should at least cover cloud amount and vertical structure. Also considered are the state of internal decoupling of the boundary layer and the relative strength of the capping inversion. Finally, the surface energy budget is included, given its important role in (i) the global energy budget, (ii) surface-atmosphere interactions, and (iii) bulk mixed layer interpretations.
The first three variables are the Total Cloud Cover (TCC), the vertically integrated Liquid Water Path (LWP), and the surface precipitation flux P. These are standard measures of cloud amount and condensed water which (i) are relatively easy to calculate in models, (ii) are part of the standard diagnostics package in most operational SCM codes, and (iii) are relatively robust variables as they result from integration over multiple model levels. In the SCMs, TCC is defined as the vertically projected cloud cover in the full atmospheric column, depending on both cloud fraction at each model level and the overlap function. In the LES, TCC is defined as the number of columns that contain cloud condensate divided by the total number of columns in the domain. Another reason for including these variables is to allow comparison to previous evaluation studies that relied on these variables.
The next five variables reflect the vertical structure of the cloud layer. In this cloud regime, the cloud top height z top can well be used as a proxy for boundary-layer depth, which evolves strongly during the transition. Its rate of increase also exhibits a diurnal cycle, best visible in the 3 day composite cases. The cloud base height z base is typically observed to be more or less constant at about 500 m in the Trade-wind regions Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2017MS001064 (Nuijens et al., 2015; Riehl et al., 1951) . The heights of the first and second maximum in the cloud fraction, z 1 max and z 2 max , respectively, are other key aspects of the cloud structure that will be evaluated, given their importance in cloud-climate feedbacks (Brient et al., 2015; Vial et al., 2016) . Figure 3 shows that the first (largest) maximum is always located near BL top, associated with the capping cloud layer. The second (smaller) maximum is always located near cloud base, representing shallow cumulus clouds rising from the decoupled subcloud layer. The final variable reflecting cloud structure is the depth of the capping cloud layer h cap , which gradually reduces during the transition. In practice, these variables are calculated as follows:
1. The first (i.e., largest) maximum z 1 max has to be located in the top half of the cloud layer. 2. The second maximum only exists when the first maximum exists. 3. z The fourth condition is adopted to match the definition of h cap as applied by van der Dussen et al. (2013) , for consistency.
Two variables are included that reflect important aspects of the vertical thermodynamic structure of the marine boundary layer. The first is the so-called ''decoupling parameter,'' defined by Wood and Bretherton (2004) and Park et al. (2004) as
The superscripts 1 and 2 reflect properties of the air immediately above and below the inversion, respectively (see Figure 4) . The larger the a, the more decoupled the cloud layer, with a 5 0 describing full coupling and the existence of a well-mixed boundary layer. The second variable is the Cloud Top Entrainment Instability parameter (CTEI, Kuo & Schubert, 1988; Lock, 2009; van der Dussen et al., 2014) , and is a function of the jumps in both temperature and specific humidity across the inversion
where D indicates the change in value across the inversion, between z 1 top and z 2 top , and L v and c p are the latent heat release due to condensation and the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, Table 2 are shown, including vertical profiles of (left) liquid water potential temperature h l , (middle) total water specific humidity q t , and (right) cloud fraction a c . Figure inspired by Wood and Bretherton (2004) .
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respectively. In this study, j is used to evaluate the relative strength of the inversion in temperature compared to that in humidity. When interpreting this ratio, it should be noted that the humidity jump is always negative while the potential temperature jump is always positive (see also Figure 4 ). The exact method used to diagnose inversion properties from the vertical grid of the SCM and LES results is described in detail by Neggers (2015a) .
The final four variables on the list are all energy fluxes at the surface. SHF and LHF are the sensible and latent heat fluxes, respectively. These variables are affected by the thermodynamic state of the surface and the near-surface air, by the near-surface wind and the net radiative flux (through the surface energy budget). The net radiative flux can be further partitioned into contributions by the net shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiation. All fluxes can be expected to be strongly affected by the presence of clouds.
Results
Time-Height Contour Plots
A collection of time-height contour plots of a selection of relevant variables for all cases and for all SCMs are available in the online repository. Those of cloud fraction in the ASTEX case are shown in Figure 5 . Similar to Figure 3 raster plotting is used to reflect the vertical and temporal discretizations of the simulations. Almost all models show a deepening of the boundary layer, a result that is consistent with previous intercomparison studies (Bretherton et al., 1999) . However, significant differences exist among models in the time-development and amplitude of this deepening. Comparison to Figure 3 suggests that most SCMs underestimate the deepening rate. In addition, the diurnal dependence of the deepening rate that can be distinguished in the LES results does not clearly materialize in most SCM results, with the exception of the LaRC model; in most SCMs, the vertical grid-spacing is simply too coarse to resolve this signal.
The cloud vertical structure differs greatly among models. This is also true for the SLOW, REF, and FAST cases (not shown), and can thus be considered typical behavior. Some models reproduce the gradual timedevelopment of the cloud structure as diagnosed in the LES to a reasonable degree. Other realizations exhibit significant scatter, in that their cloud structure changes significantly at small timescales. This might point at model instability. A more detailed analysis reveals that in particular the gradual thinning of the capping cloud layer as diagnosed in LES appears difficult to reproduce. The emergence of second maximum seems to be captured by a significant fraction of the participating models, which is encouraging.
Vertical Profiles
The vertical profiles of liquid water potential temperature h l and total specific humidity q t are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. The general structure is captured by the SCM ensemble, featuring a well-mixed subcloud layer below 500 m and a conditionally unstable cloud layer above. However, the inversion height is significantly underpredicted, reflecting the lack of boundary-layer deepening among SCMs as noticed earlier. As a consequence, the boundary layer remains too cold, which is consistent with bulk mixed layer interpretation. In general, the ABL is too well mixed in humidity in the SCM ensemble, with the top of the cloud layer being too humid and the subcloud layer slightly too dry. Note that the impact of salinity on the surface latent heat flux is not accounted for in the LES simulations, which could make their LHF too large and consequently cause a slight moist bias in their subcloud layer (van der Dussen et al., 2013) . Figures 6c and 6d show the vertical profiles of cloud fraction a c and liquid cloud water q l . The generally underestimated inversion height is also apparent in these variables. However, the width of the shaded area is much larger, reflecting a large spread among the SCMs. The spread is maximum at about 1.3 km height, which probably also reflects the spread in inversion height among the SCMs as visible in Figure 6 . These results emphasize that cloud representation is still problematic in large-scale models, which is in line with the study by Nuijens et al. (2015) .
For reference, the vertical profile of the best performing SCM, as identified by its score S, is indicated by the dashed red line. The LaRC model successfully reproduces the vertical structure of both the thermodynamic and cloud state for this period in the ASTEX case, perhaps aided by its relatively high vertical resolution. 
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Time Series
The representation of the set of key variables as listed in Table 2 is now investigated by means of a time series analysis. For efficiency reasons, only one plot will be shown per variable, focusing on the case in which it shows the largest time-evolution. Score diagrams will be included, allowing an objective identification of the best performing model, with the score defined as the distance to the origin in bias-CRMS space. 4.3.1. Bulk Cloud Properties Figure 7 shows bulk characteristics of the boundary-layer clouds in transition. These include total cloud cover (TCC), the liquid water path (LWP), and the surface precipitation (P). The FAST case is selected to highlight the first two variables, motivated by their strong diurnal variation. For the surface precipitation, the ASTEX case is chosen, as this is the only case that features significant values. After an initial period of significant values, the surface precipitation reduces substantially in the LES, disappearing completely during the second half of the simulated period. Note that precipitation in LES is parameterized and should be treated with caution, for example, showing dependence on domain size (e.g., Vogel et al., 2016) .
For all three variables, the median of the SCM ensemble reproduces some key aspects of the time evolution of the LES median. This includes a gradual decrease with time, as well as a strong diurnal cycle. For TCC and LWP, the diurnal variation takes the form of minima in the afternoons (local time, lagging UTC by 8 h in the composite cases, and 1 h in the ASTEX case) and maxima at night. The SCM ensemble overestimates the LWP throughout the transition in the FAST case. This is an interesting difference with previous SCM intercomparison studies of marine stratocumulus (Duynkerke et al., 2004) and its transition (Bretherton et al., 1999) , in which underestimations were reported. As will be shown later, some case-dependence exists in this signal. The SCM ensemble tends to lose cloud cover too quickly, in particular at a later stage in the transition, and has a tendency to overestimate the surface precipitation. However, the spread in TCC is large in the final hours, with some models maintaining full sky coverage until the end.
For all variables, the spread among the SCM realizations is considerable; the distance between the 25 and 75 percentiles is often as large as the mean. This reflects that many individual models have trouble reproducing both the time-development and amplitude of these variables. This spread is also visible in the vertical profiles shown in Figures 6c and 6d , and is consistent with previous model evaluation studies (e.g., van Meijgaard & Crewell, 2005) . A positive result is that the best performing model in the SCM ensemble, as identified using the score diagram, reproduces the LES median to a satisfactory degree. 
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The associated score diagrams give more insight into the performance of individual SCMs. Many models have a negative bias in TCC (the position on the x axis), reflecting that cloud breakup happens too soon. In contrast, many SCMs maintain too much cloud water. This combination of a low TCC-high LWP bias is a well-known compensating error in climate models introduced to calibrate the Earth's energy budget, and is sometimes referred to as the ''too few too bright'' problem (e.g., Nam et al., 2012; Webb et al., 2001 ). Finally, Figure 7 . Time series of bulk hydrometeor properties. (a) The total cloud cover (FAST case), (b) the liquid water path (FAST case), and (c) the surface precipitation flux (ASTEX). On the right are the associated score diagrams, plotted with the same units. The grey circles represent isolines of equal score, defined as the distance to the origin, thus giving equal weight to the bias and the crms. The characters identify the model, referring to the first column of Table 1 . The SCM ensemble median is plotted as a thick colored dot, while the crms among the LES models is indicated by the grey dot. The L80 simulations are indicated in dark green. The same plotting method will be applied in Figures 8-11 .
the SCM ensemble median tends to perform best, as expressed by its relatively close proximity to the origin. Its low crms value contributes much to this skill. Figure 8 shows the time series of the cloud boundaries. A slight diurnal variation in z top can be distinguished in the LES results, reflecting the reduction of the entrainment rate during daytime. This feature cannot clearly be distinguished in the SCM ensemble median. In general, the SCM ensemble underestimates the overall deepening rate, as already established earlier. Such lack of deepening was also reported by previous SCM intercomparison studies (Bretherton et al., 1999; Duynkerke et al., 2004) , and is apparently still present in many present-day models. Figure 8b shows that the cloud base height z base is captured reasonably well by most SCMs, as reflected by the tightness of the SCM ensemble in the time series plot, as well as the clustering of the points near the origin in the score diagram. However, a few positive and negative outliers do exist, as reflected by the remoteness of the higher percentiles from the median. Figure 9 shows the three heights reflecting the cloud vertical structure. The height of the first maximum in cloud fraction z 1 max is underestimated, and thus reflects the common lack of deepening already established earlier. However, most SCMs correctly locate this height near their boundary layer top (compare to Figure 8a ). The height of the second maximum near cloud base, associated with cumulus clouds in a decoupled boundary layer, is captured reasonably well by those SCMs that manage to create one. Note that these include many simulations at L80 resolution, suggesting that a higher resolution is helpful in this respect. What is disappointing is the general lack of performance concerning the thickness of the capping cloud layer h cap , as shown in the last plot. Even the best performing SCMs do not really capture the diurnal cycle evident in the LES results. We speculate that this is due to the lack of vertical resolution near the inversion (see Table 1 and Figure Figure B1 ). During the advanced phase of the cloud transition the capping 
Cloud Boundaries
Cloud Vertical Structure
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cloud layer, which typically ''carries'' most of the total cloud cover, can then become shallower than the vertical gridspacing, introducing dependence on properties at single model levels. Figure 10 focuses on the decoupling and the relative inversion strength. Most SCMs capture the evolution of the a parameter but underestimate its magnitude, implying that the cloud layer remains too well coupled to the subcloud mixed layer. This behavior is also apparent in the vertical profiles shown in Figure 6 . The decoupling process has been associated by some studies with the buoyancy flux becoming negative at this (FAST case) . In contrast to previous figure these variables might not be present at every time step. Accordingly, models are only included when their hit-rate over the time period exceeds 75%.
Thermodynamic State
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level, which happens when the boundary layer has sufficiently deepened (Bretherton & Wyant, 1997) . Both the deepening and the transport through cloud base are fully parameterized in a model; accordingly, it is not guaranteed that a lack of deepening in a GCM is automatically associated with a more coupled state, and vice versa. While the lack of deepening hints at an underestimated effective top-entrainment, the lack of decoupling implies that the mixing through cloud base remains too intense during the transition period. Figure 10b shows that the ensemble of SCM models reproduces the general time-development of the relative inversion strength as expressed by the j parameter to a remarkable degree, changing from negative to positive values during the simulated period. In the first phase in which j < 0:2, most SCMs slightly underestimate the LES median, which implies that in this phase of the transition the jump in q t across the inversion is too small compared to the jump in h l . The reverse occurs in the second phase. Interestingly, the spread in j among the LES results is almost comparable to that of the SCM population, much more so than for other variables. Figures 11a and 11b show results for the sensible and latent heat fluxes. The SHF is overestimated, while the LHF is underestimated (which might be related to the representation of salinity, as already discussed in section 4.2). The SCM median shows a diurnal signal in both heat fluxes, but is overestimated in the SHF but underestimated in the LHF. The gradual increase of LHF during the transition, associated with its deepening, is well-captured. This interaction between deepening and the surface fluxes is probably also responsible for the over(under)estimation of the SHF(LHF); when depth is underestimated, a certain amount of heat and moisture becomes distributed over a shallower layer, which affects the bulk fluxes at the lower boundary. represents a diurnal average; the peak differences are much larger, occurring at around noon local time. In the first 6 h of the simulation, the SCMs overestimate the net SW flux, but on subsequent days the flux is always underestimated. This probably reflects the time-development of the LWP as shown in Figure 7b . For the LW flux, the picture is less clear; in general, the magnitude is reproduced reasonably well, but the spread is large, and the diurnal cycle is not well reproduced.
Energy Fluxes
Comparison of the score diagrams shows that the bias and crms are much larger in the shortwave compared to the longwave. Table 3 summarizes the overall performance of the SCM population. First, the median of the distribution of SCM values is calculated for each variable and each case, shown in the first four columns. Then the median over all four cases is calculated, shown in the fifth column. For reference, the crms of the LES ensemble is also given.
Ensemble Statistics
For some variables, the sign of the bias is identical for all cases. This set includes z top ; z base ; z 1 max , SHF, LHF, a, and P. The cloud properties TCC and LWP have an opposite sign in the ASTEX case compared to the composite cases. Figure 3 shows that the early phase of the ASTEX features a relatively thick cloud layer with large LWP amounts, which might contribute to this difference. For many variables, the bias and the crms are smallest for the SLOW case. The smallness of the crms probably reflects that the boundary layer and its clouds do not change that much compared to the other cases. Apparently, the point at which the cloud breakup has advanced significantly is also associated with the worst skill. This result is in line with the study by Nuijens et al. (2015) , who also report a large spread in the behavior of GCM parameterizations in regions of shallow cumulus convection. Note. The last column in the lower plot shows the median crms among the LES codes, for reference.
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Persistence and Case-Dependence
The results discussed so far suggest that (i) no SCM consistently outperforms the others, and that (ii) significant case-dependence exists in the ensemble performance. More insight into this behavior is provided in Figure 12 , showing the case-average score S for all SCMs individually, for the variables LWP, TCC, and z top . The variation of this score over all cases (the standard deviation) is also indicated. Although the standard deviation is nonnegligible it is always much smaller than the mean. In addition, the difference in mean score between the best and worst performing model is significant. This suggests that the rank of a model is reasonably robust, implying that the skill for one case is reasonably indicative for the others. This result seems to support the use of single case studies (if well defined) for the general improvement of parameterizations. Figure 12 also shows that some models consistently perform as good as or better than the SCM ensemble median. Apparently, despite the large spread among models as reported earlier, some SCMs can actually be identified that structurally show promising results.
A Multivariable Assessment
The overall skill of a model in reproducing the cloud transition can be expressed by somehow combining its performance for the full set of selected variables and for all four cases. This allows identifying approaches in parameterization that perform well overall, all of the time. This is not trivial; compensating errors introduced by tuning, as well as discrete modeling of separate cloud regimes, can introduce inconsistent scoring across the set of variables. In addition, while a scheme might be ''lucky'' to score well for one case, doing so for four cases is arguably a lot more difficult. Accordingly, a multivariable approach in evaluation is a much more robust assessment of model performance compared to just considering a single aspect of the transition.
To this purpose a ''cumulative rank score,'' R i is defined for each model i,
where f i;v is the case-averaged fractional rank, 
First, the models are sorted by their score S for a certain variable v, yielding a rank r i;v . Their rank is then normalized by the number of models I, so that a value between {0, 1} is obtained. This fraction is then averaged over C cases, yielding the fractional rank f i;v . Then summing over V variables yields the final cumulative rank score R i . The larger this score, the worse the model performance relative to the other models in the ensemble. The general purpose of the cumulative rank score is not to name bad or good models; instead, the purpose is much more methodological. The main idea is to make use of informative metrics to achieve a comparison of multiple aspects of cloud-topped boundary layers in transition as simulated by a large number of SCMs that is still compact; a multitude of overly dense figures can thus be avoided. Figure 13a shows the cumulative rank score R i of all models, with the contribution by individual variables indicated by the coloring. What first catches the eye is that the ensemble median is located at the very top; apparently it is hard for a single model to beat the ensemble effect. However, some models closely match the ensemble performance, scoring well for all key variables. What actually makes them do so deserves further investigation. This is considered beyond the scope of this study, and is left to the associated investigators.
The cumulative rank score R i for a model i as defined by (7) depends on the choice of variables included in the evaluation. One way to assess the impact of this choice is to apply a bootstrap method with replacement. The first step is to calculate a bootstrap resample R b i by randomly selecting the variable to include in the summation
where w(v) is a random integer between 1 and V. This means that variables can be included multiple times in the summation. Repeating this procedure B 5 100 times yields a distribution of bootstrap resamples PðR b i Þ. The mean and the width of this distribution are shown in Figure 13b , and express how dependent the cumulative rank score R i is on the variable selection. R i resembles the mean of the bootstrap distribution to a reasonable degree. However, the width of the bootstrap distribution is still significant; for example, the score range spanned by twice the standard deviation overlaps for the top 9 models. One concludes that, although the cumulative rank score R i is indicative of the general model performance, it should be interpreted as a loose reflection of relative skill.
Effective Relations
Some of the key variables listed in Table 2 are not independent, such as the impact of clouds on radiation and those controlled by bulk mixed layer constraints. In GCMs, the representation of such effective relations is at least partially carried by parameterizations. The aim of this section is to interpret the ensemble of SCM results in the context of such theoretical and empirical relations. In doing so a more physical interpretation can be given to the differences among models. The relatively large number of participating SCMs in this study facilitates this effort. Only averages over the final 6 h of each case are considered, because then the differences among models are typically largest, which maximizes the parameter space for fitting functions. 4.7.1. Decoupling The first effective relation studied is the link between internal decoupling in the boundary layer and the depth of the cumulus cloud layer. The combined process of deepening and warming of the boundary layer during the transition will at some point trigger an internal decoupling between two layers, one dominated by cloud-top cooling driven turbulence and the other by surface-driven turbulence. This process, named the ''deepening-warming'' mechanism by Bretherton and Wyant (1997) , is associated with the emergence of shallow cumulus clouds below the capping cloud deck, expressing the difference in cloud base height between top-driven downdrafts and surface-driven updrafts. Figure 14a shows a scatter-plot of cloud depth ðz top 2z base Þ versus the decoupling parameter a as calculated from the q t profile. This definition of cloud depth includes the shallow cumulus clouds that rise into it (as opposed to h cap . de Roode et al. (2016) reported that the LES results follow the functional fit proposed by Park et al. (2004) and Wood and Bretherton (2004) reasonably well for these four transition cases 
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where scaling parameters Dz s 52750 m and c50:9 were estimated from sounding data analyses. Comparing the LES results for the SLOW, REF, and FAST cases highlights, the progressed state of the decoupling in the latter. The SCM population also reproduces the relation to a certain degree, although significant scatter exists. In all four cases, most SCMs have not achieved sufficient decoupling and deepening in the final stage of the transitions, which reflects results discussed earlier. But the fact that the SCM population captures the relation between decoupling and cloud depth is remarkable, and encouraging, suggesting that the SCMs produce a realistic boundary-layer structure for a given boundary-layer depth and that errors in decoupling could be related to those in boundary-layer deepening. 4.7.2. Transmissivity Figure 14b shows the transmissivity of the lowest 2.5 km of the atmosphere for downwelling SW radiation plotted against LWP. The transmissivity is defined here as the ratio of the downwelling SW flux at the surface versus that at 2.5 km height
The flux at 2.5 km is used because this height corresponds to the top of the LES domains. Because all cloudiness occurs below this height, this definition captures the full impact of low clouds on the downwelling SW radiation. Previous model intercomparisons have made use of transmissivities (Bretherton et al., 1999; Siebesma et al., 2004) , the results of which can be used here as a reference. Note that their transmissivities made use of the TOA flux and can therefore be expected to be somewhat smaller.
The LES models show a sharp drop-off in transmissivity at relatively low LWP values, by about 50% within the first 40 g m 22 . According to the Beer's law, the transmissivity should be an exponential function of the optical thickness, which depends linearly on the LWP (Stephens, 1978) ,
Fitting this function to the LES data yields a51=55: W 21 m 2 . The SCMs reproduce this relation, which is encouraging, but the spread in transmissivities at a given LWP is significant. This spread is similar to that reported by Siebesma et al. (2004) and Bretherton et al. (1999) , and is related in part to variations in cloud cover. However, the SCM ensemble also includes some excessive LWP values (see Figure 7) . In this area of the diagram, the exponential fit should be interpreted with caution, because (i) it assumes full cloud Table 1 . As explained in the text, the dashed lines represent either theoretical models or fits proposed in the previous literature.
coverage and (ii) the fit is a pure extrapolation from LES results in the low LWP range. Even though LES might resolve cloud inhomogeneity, its microphysics are still fully parameterized. To obtain a more reliable fit, observational transmissivity data covering the full LWP range would be needed.
Discussion
One of the aims of this SCM intercomparison study is to explore the use of simple metrics to objectively establish the performance of models and to make an assessment of their overall skill in reproducing a set of key aspects of the marine boundary layer in transition. Apart from condensing a surplus of information into a limited number of metrics, the technique has provided additional insights, for example, into the persistence and representativity of model behavior. In particular, the combination of metrics for a range of variables has proven useful in making a statement about general performance. The use of effective relations between variables proved helpful in explaining some of the common behavior among models, by putting model differences in the context of reference relations from theory or observations and by providing links between model biases in different variables that would otherwise remain unnoticed.
Have models improved since the first intercomparisons on the stratocumulus-to-cumulus transition? Although some differences exist between this study and Bretherton et al. (1999) , for example, in the number of cases and participants and in the variables considered, we still can draw some comparative conclusions. Indeed some participating models now show promising capacity in reproducing multiple key aspects of the transition, which is encouraging. One example is the typical bimodal structure in the cloud fraction profile that arises during the transition, with the lower maximum near cloud base reflecting the presence of shallow cumulus. Also represented well by some models is the diurnal cycle typical in this low-level cloud regime. Common deficiencies are also identified, some of which are longstanding. The boundary-layer deepening rate is often underestimated. The degree of internal decoupling is underestimated as well, though its relationship to the cloud layer depth is well-captured by the SCMs. Models tend to transition too quickly toward a low cloud cover regime but maintain too much cloud condensate in doing so, which is likely a manifestation of the well-known too few too bright problem. Another problem is the significant spread in cloud properties that exists across the model ensemble. Apparently some of the major current issues concerning the representation of low clouds in weather and climate models come to the surface in this set of four cases, which suggests that these cases can well be used for process studies to address these problems.
Some reported problems can be attributed to the parameterization of vertical transport in the boundary layer. In particular, the ventilation of heat and moisture through the two interface levels within the transitioning BL, at ABL top and at the decoupling level, appears difficult to parameterize. First, ABL deepening has been linked by Duynkerke et al. (2004) to the top entrainment closure, for which in most models a diffusion model is used. However, advective (mass) flux parameterizations also contribute to the net deepening, if present. This is illustrated by intercomparing two HARMONIE simulations; its noMF run is identically configured to its EDMFM run except that the mass flux scheme is switched off. Including mass flux transport results in a much improved deepening rate in this model. Second, the ventilation at the decoupling level plays an important role in establishing and maintaining the coupled or decoupled state. While the SCMs do apparently reproduce the rough link between ABL deepening and internal decoupling, it remains unclear why this happens, given that the associated transport at both levels is fully parameterized. The cumulus valve mechanism has been found to control transport through cloud base after decoupling Neggers, 2015b; Neggers et al., 2004) . While this mechanism is explicitly represented in some SCMs, in others it might materialize effectively across more time steps, through intermittency in vertical transport. This is a topic for future research.
The results obtained in this study suggest that the vertical resolutions of GCMs are still too low to allow the representation of some subtle but important characteristics of the cloud transition. These include the diurnal cycle in the boundary-layer deepening rate, and the gradually decreasing thickness of the capping cloud layer. These two problems in turn harm the representation of the total cloud cover, both in its diurnal cycle and in the eventual breakup point. Previous studies have shown that situations with strong inversions remain a challenge even for LES models (e.g., Stevens et al., 1999 Stevens et al., , 2001 , so perhaps this result is not too surprising. But an important implication for numerical weather and climate prediction is still that, even when the key (internal) aspects of a transitioning boundary layer are well represented by a parameterization scheme, the total cloud cover is still difficult to get right. In that sense, progress in the conceptual Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2017MS001064 representation of subgrid physics is still hampered by the numerical reality. Increasing the vertical resolution at inversion height could theoretically solve this problem; but the question remains what would be sufficient.
The good performance of the SCM ensemble median is intriguing; judged over all variables combined it beats all individual models. In particular, the representation of the diurnal time variation contributes to this skill. An interesting wider implication of this result is that performing an ensemble of subgrid scale integrations within a GCM gridbox could be a way forward in improving the representation of low clouds in weather and climate models. Such ensemble subgrid physics modeling could be achieved in two ways: (i) multiple simulations with one physics package, each initialized slightly differently and (ii) multiple simulations with many different physics packages, each initialized identically. This study is in essence an example of the second option: how the ensemble approach would affect the transparency of the link between cloud parameterization and climate feedbacks is also a future research topic.
A result relevant for the evaluation and development of subgrid physics in general is that the SCM performance for one transition case seems representative, to a certain degree, of the performance for the other Angevine et al. (2010) Note. Turb: turbulence scheme, Entr: Entrainment closure at mixed layer top, Conv-D: deep convective transport, Conv-S: shallow convective transport (both dry and moist), Cld-M and Cld-l indicate the cloud macrophysics and microphysics scheme, Rad: radiation scheme, both SW and LW. In all columns, a non-entry indicates that the scheme is inactive or absent. The other entries refer to the following. Ki: K-diffusion, with i indicating the order of the closure (P: profile method, TKE: prognostic TKE). HOC: higher-order closure. Ri, LW, SW, Ev: dependence on Richardson number, LW flux, SW flux, evaporative cooling. Mi: mass flux, with i indicating the number of transporting updrafts. Sp: spectral. Bi: bulk microphysics, with i indicating nr of moments). Si: statistical cloud scheme, with i indicating the number of PDFs. P: prognostic. D: diagnostic. AoN: All-or-nothing condensation scheme. d-E: delta-Edington. bE: band emissivity. For all other acronyms, we refer to the specified references.
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three. While this result in itself encourages the use of case studies, one still wonders what is the extent of this representativeness. For example, are SCM results actually representative of GCM behavior? Can persistent biases concerning low clouds as diagnosed in GCM simulations be attributed to subgrid scale parameterizations? These are key questions for improving our understanding of uncertainty in climate predictions and the behavior of cloud-climate feedbacks.
Summary and Outlook
This study confronts an ensemble of SCM simulations of the low-level cloud transition in the marine Tradewind subsidence regime with LES results. The SCM ensemble represents the subgrid schemes of many state-of-the-art weather and climate models, and includes both operational and research versions. Use is made of multiple cases, each slightly different, in order to broaden the parameter space. Combinations of simple metrics are applied to objectively assess the model performance, both of individual codes and of the ensemble as a whole. The main conclusions about the model performance can be summarized as follows:
1. Some longstanding biases are identified as established in previous intercomparison studies, including (i) a lack of BL deepening, (ii) a lack of decoupling, and (iii) the emergence of the too few too bright bias during the advanced stage of the transition to fair-weather cumulus. 2. On the other hand, some individual models show encouraging overall skill in reproducing the full set of variables. The participation of many subgrid schemes from present-day GCMs, combined with the use of state-of-theart LES results, gives some hope that the outcome of this intercomparison study can guide the model development process in the years to come. The results obtained also raise some new questions, inspiring new research efforts. Some of these initiatives are already ongoing. For example, the merits of ensemble parameterization within one gridbox is currently explored in an ongoing follow-up study, making use of the multiple transition cases that form the basis of the three composite cases. Various recent studies attempt to link future climate uncertainty due to feedbacks involving low-level clouds to parameterizations. For example, Dal Gesso et al. (2015) compare SCM simulations of stratocumulus to results with their host GCM, making use of a phase-space approach. Alternatively Neggers (2015a) make use of the fingerprints of models in j-TCC space to compare SCM and GCM simulations at selected gridpoints in the Eastern Pacific, reporting that GCM behavior can to some extent be attributed to subgrid physics as apparent in SCM simulations.
Appendix A: Summary of Model Physics Table A1 gives detailed information about the participating SCMs, including the associated publications as well as an overview of the type of various parameterizations.
Appendix B: Vertical Grids Figure B1 shows the thickness of the model levels in the SCMs as a function of height in the lowest 3 km. Figure B1 . Layer depth versus midlevel height of the various vertical SCM grids as used in this study. The L80 grid is plotted in black, while the grids of the individual SCMs are plotted in grey. The symbols refer to Table 1 .
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